We propose a component programming language called FLAC, Functional Language for Adaptable Components, on top of a functional programming language which authorizes full adaptability of components while ensuring type safety. The langage is given together with a type system that offers a complete static type ckecking of any programs (including adaptations) to ensure error-free run-time adaptations. Dynamic adaptability and static type checking might seem at first sight paradoxical, but our approach allows it because, first, we use a single language for traditional services and control services (i.e., services for adaptations), and secondly, a specific merge operation takes care of adaptations. 
INTRODUCTION
Component-based programming is like a construction game: programs are assembled out of black boxes called components. The term 'black box' is justified by the fact that only the interfaces of components are publicly available. Such an interface characterizes the signatures of services the component offers or needs. The basic construct plug assembles a component that provides a service to a component that needs it. The domain of component-based systems (CBS) is mature enough to actually endorse the benefits of such a paradigm [5] . Safety and adaptativity are the two main requirements for such systems. Safety is ensured when execution is error-free. For that purpose, most CBSs expect each required service used by a component to be satisfied by a service provided by 1 This work is supported by the Marie Curie action 29849 Websicola.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. another component (soundness) and any service offered by a component to be concretely defined (completeness) [4, 3] . Obviously, type checking must be done accordingly. Adaptative capabilities are required to fit the evolution of the environment. However, in most existing CBSs, adaptability is limited if type checking is in use: the type of the new component should be a subtype of the type of the old component.
The language FLAC, Functional Language for Adaptable Components, presented in this paper allows dynamic internal adaptations without the two previous drawbacks: dynamic adaptations may remove or add requested or provided services, while types are statically checked:
1. Adaptation constructs are first-class entities: there is no metalanguage. Hence, type specification integrates adaptations declared in the code: the type of a component is not only given by the actual signatures of requested and provided services but also by those resulting from its adaptations. To the best of our knowledge it is the first proposal where the type of a component integrates adaptation services. It means that in our language, the type of a component without adaptation capabilities is not identical to the "same" component with such adaptation properties. Indeed, how a simple car toy can be considered as having the same type than a car toy which can become a robot thanks to an adaptation property? Consequently, type checking may be completely done statically.
2. Executing an adaptation creates a new component in the memory, whereas current approaches change bytecodes in place.
Hence components have only one type for the whole run of the program. A garbage collector mechanism, concretely the one given with OCaml [2] , allows for freeing unused components.
3. The language is strongly-typed (as well as OCaml) ensuring error-free run-time adaptations.
THE FLAC LANGUAGE
We extend a functional programming language 2 mainly by means of a Component data structure that integrates an interface (requested and provided services) and a functional part intended to define service codes (see Fig. 1.) . A Service name is a string. Return types of service expressions are automatically inferblack. Component parameters may be any kind of expressions, including services as well as components. Services are referenced by Uniform Resource Services (URS). A URS is identified by a component followed by | (plug e1 e2) plug in URS e1 the URS e2. Return: copy of the first param., the service plugged | (unplug e1) unplug URS e1. Return: copy of the param., the service unplugged | (merge[#e3] e1 e2) merge comp. e1 with comp. e2. Return: copy of e1 merged in mode e3, add by def., with e2 | C | s | urs Fig. 1 : Grammar of FLAC a service name, optionally with a signature. The syntax for expressions is augmented to take care of these new structures: call, plug and merge operations are sufficient to illustrate adaptation capability. Adaptations in FLAC are given by control services, i.e., services that add/delete services, hence create new components. In figures, control services appear on top of components. Control services contribute to the definition of components without reference to a meta-language: not only they could be requiblack or provided, but also they are undistinguishable from standard services. In fact, control services are those that return a component, contrarily to services that return basic data. The type system of FLAC is able to infer and check control services types. A call to a control service followed by a merge operation constructs a new component adapted from the old one. Two modes are proposed in expression (merge#e3 e1 e2): add returns a new component by adding the contents of e2 to e1 while sub removes the contents of e2 from e1. For readability purposes, we use the following aliases (where m is explicitly either add or sub):
• (m e1 e2) in place of (merge#m e1 e2)
• (mself e1#s) in place of (merge#m e1 (call e1#s)) Note that in this last case, the result of call should be a component, i.e., s is a control service.
In Fig. 2 , a database server component Server1 may evolve by mixing up with an administration component Admin: The control service r of Server1 returns a (copy of) component Admin that offers a service a dedicated to administration request processing. Executing on it merge in mode add results in component s2 that is an adaptation of s1. As s2 provides itself the control service r, the administration service a may be removed from s2, as illustrated when computing s3. In the same way, it is obvious to add or to remove a requested service. For example, our server could evolve toward a securized server which needs a service k to encrypt or decrypt a string. To do this, simply add a control service which returns a component including a requested encryption/decryption service k. The typing system and the operational semantics are not given here due to lack of space but reader can referred to [1] for a long version.
CONCLUSION
The FLAC programming language deals with adaptable components. Its main feature concerns dynamic internal adaptations in a strongly-typed language. Among several directions we currently study, structuring components is in practice highly expected as it increases the modularity of the language. This may be done by adding named parameters to component definitions. Such named parameters not only allow assignments of (sub)components but they may be used for denoting them. It is then possible, for the programmer, to write control services such that the part of the component not involved in the evolution is automatically rebuilt. This may be implemented by abstractly manipulating the structure of components, i.e., addressing each subcomponent by its logical named path.
